Call Panel - FRT-32 LCD, FRT-64 LCD
Antennae pipe
with socket
Table-call indication
(1...64) with
acknowledge buttons

LCD-Display

swivel lock
 (press while opening)

Call indication panel

kitchen-call indication for
servants A, B, C, D
Lamp test button (LT)
Assign button (!)
LowBatt. button (LB)
Acoustic-OFF button (AT)

The FRT-32 (-64) LCD is a wireless Call Indication Panel for up to 32 (64) Call Buttons (table transmitters et al.).
The slim alloy housing can be fixed to the wall by 2 screws like a picture. Incoming calls are indicated at the
respectively assigned buttons and the LCD is showing all calls in order of its reception.

Tableau opening: move lockable swivel lock 90° toward front; for closing respectively 90° backward.
(this is facilitated while pressing the front door at () against the pressure of the door gasket)

Supply:

Lead the 12V-plug of the power supply unit through the back of the tableau into the dc-connector
terminal socket. After mounting the tableau to the wall, plug the PSU into the main socket.

Wall mounting: with attached screws (3,9x32mm) and plugs 6mm to the wall.
Antennae:

put it in upright position and plug antennae pipe into socket. Now plug PSU into the main socket.
The LCD-Display illuminates and shows: „Service-Call-System Comfort“
Remark: the antennae module inside may be used outside the tableau for better RF reception.
Remove it with its adhesive tape and connector terminal and place it in the same way outside
in appropriate location. Connection diagram is inside the tableau.

Table Transmitter: the delivered table transmitters are already assigned to the target buttons (1 ... n) and
to the servant (A). The table transmitters can be numbered with attached number labels.

Testing:

Calls from the transmitters are showing up on the LCD as servant A: the incoming calls in order
and at the flashing LEDs, stored until reset by pressing the respective acknowledgement button.

Assigning / Re-assigning of the table- and kitchen-transmitters:
1. Press button (!) shortly: LED (!) illuminates, LCD shows „Assigning active for x seconds“
2. Activate transmitter to be assigned: LED (!) is flashing
3. Press respective target button (table [1...n] or servant [A...D]): LED (!) goes off.

Assigning the tables [1...n] to the servants [A...D]:
1. Press button (!) for 5 sec.: LCD shows: „Table assignment for servant A:“
All table-LEDs [1...32/64] and servant-LED [A] illuminate
2. Press servant-button [B, C or D] and press requested table numbers for selected servant
(LED on) or deleting by pressing the table button again (LED off)
3. Check all servant / table assignments (A, B, C, D) and leave the menu by pressing
the lamp test button (LT)

Lamp test:

by pressing the button (LT) all LEDs are illuminated and the LCD shows
the „number of calls per servant A, B, C, D and the sum of total calls“

Chime signal: This is activated with every fresh incoming call and reminds every 20 sec. until at least
1 call is unattended. The chime signal can be omitted by pressing button (AT): LED turns ON.

Loudness selection: by pressing the button (AT) for min. 5 sec., the LCD shows “select buzzer loudness,
button 1…4”. Selection by pressing button #1 (lowest), #2 (low), #3 (high) or #4 (highest)
buzzer volume. This menu is left by pressing the lamp test button (LT).

Cleaning:

can be done with a damp cloth. Do not use aggressive or abrasive cleansers.

Waste management:
Worn-out electronic units have to be disposed according to law!

► The unit and its batteries must be disposed separately.
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